
 

 

 

The young commetee of UILS invite all youngsters  to spread 
this message of fraternity and to partecipate in the disclosure of 
the message of peace trhough all means of communication 
such as TV forecasts and the main newspapers of every Nation 
in the world; this is to promote the freedom of choice of any 
community and the choice of their development and 
collaboration with other preferred countries so to support the 
wellness of each country and to end wars forever, in fact, war is 
a source of death and pain, and without peace the generation in 
our universe we will not have future. 

“Italy, to me, must be a representative of 
peace: we must empty the armories, source 

of death, and filling barns for millions of 
human creatures who fight against anger”. 

Oath and message of President Sandro Pertini, 
Rome, 9th July 1978 

English translation of photo 

 

 



 
If Europe decide to dispatch weapons to Ukraine, UILS think that it would be 
necessary to also send numerous volunteers to help, including prisoners who 
want to pay back something for the crimes they had committed. To avoid the 
spread of fighting, the Diplomatic Authorities should use a mandate to 
surround the Russian army and to ask to give up their weapons, and meantime, 
they should come to an agreement so to avoid blood. This could be a 
persuading event on which Russia should reflect upon. In the case that Russia 
would endure, it would be defited anyway due to the European strenght which 
would not be used in practical way, but  it would be an extreme way of safety. 
This tactic would prompt everyone to reflect and , in the end, it would lead to 
peace without winners or loosers. 

The past is not behind our shoulders but between the 
present and the future , and the memory is not a 
bourden but is insted a way of development. Without 
memory we die. 

 
PERTINI’S APPEAL TO USA AND URSS “WE ARE GOING 
BACK TO 45’ SPIRIT”  
 
ROME – In front of the Ambassadors of 156 countries accredited by Fao, the President 
Pertini restated his appeal yesterday against the anger in the world and the killing of 
42.000 children  which we record everyday due to the condition of poor development 
of 55 countries which live “under the minimum standard of poverty”; this concern is 
applied  together with the risk of nuclear holocoust  which constitute a threat to the 
future of the world, but it is also a “price” to the present time, which affect tragically 
the people who soffer more .From the stand of Fao, in occasion of the ceremony of the 
4’ day of world nutrition celebration, Pertini repeated his idea of emptying armoris and 
to fill barns instead ; this was a testimony which he had made 6 years before during a 
settlement and which he was not tired of reminding to the governors who he met during 
his mandate, including Reagan. “After 40 years of the end of the war, we are still facing 
archaic problems which are now in a bigger scale and which became intollerable - the 
Italian President said - for the knowledge of the men around the world”. At the stand 
of the Fao, next to Pertini,there were many importan people such as the General 
Director of the agency Saouma, the president of Senegal Diouf that from Monday will 
be visiting Rome , and the Ministers of Agriculture Pandolfi , and Tina Anselmi who 
is the president of Governamnet Commetee of this nutrition day which the main topic 
was ”The women and the agriculture” and that match with the 39’ anniversary of the 
creation of Fao.A long applause was heard to acclaim Pertini in his entrance to the 
stage with all the Ambassadors standing up and to whom Pertini has greeted saying 



”On each populaton on earth we encounter the same dilemma ; either to proceede 
together with fraternity and solidarity, or to suffer together in the Nuclear holocoust. 
The money spent to build weapons, should be used to deminish the anger in the world. 
The humanity want to live in peace and not under the nightmare of anger and death. 
This wish is our wish”. Pertini was mainly talking to the Governaments of USA and 
URSS (there was the american Ambassador but not the Russian one as URSS is not 
represented in the Fao).” The statesman who drive the big nations cannot ignore the 
plea of peope who do not have neither bread nor water to survive, furthermore, the 
same statesman nowadays are leading countries which had fight in the past in order to 
be free countries“. “It is a fundamental MUST to increase support for the research in 
the agricolture industry from rich countries which should help in organising and 
empowering the rising countries. Not just in Washington and Mosca, but to everyone, 
a general invitation to “get rid of“ once for all, the spiral of weapons and the ridicolous 
waste with sterile fights of small and large imperialism”.At the open ceremony, the 
Director of Fao Saouma underlined that, even though there have been effort for 
supporting countries of new independence, a very little consideration has been applied 
for the woman in the main economic industry: the agriculture. This is the reason why 
the Fao is intensifying its efforts in order to recorgnise the figure of the woman in its 
projects for the food production as well as in the rural community. The president of the 
Senegal state, Diouf, before reaching the Fao, had been received by the Pope Giovanni 
Paolo II in the Vatican City with whom he has been discussing issues. Yesterday, it 
ended the ufficial visit in Rome, however Diouf will stay until Saturday.  
Octrober 17th 1984  
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